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159Presenting data

 ‘Err, yeah, who are …?’
‘Oh, wow, I thought it was you – I can’t believe it! I love your band, you’re rad. I watch you play 

all the time. I can’t believe that I’m speaking to you …’
‘Thanks, that’s awesome, but we’re just a band, it’s no big deal.’
‘You’re kidding, you guys are changing music, you have fans around the world, you’re huge! 

Can I take a highsie of us? I’ve gotta put this on memoryBank or no one will believe me.’
I agreed and, with Milton wriggling in my backpack, this bizarrely starstruck young woman 

grabbed my arm and pulled me forcefully but playfully into her body, squeezing her cheek on 
mine. The smell of her hair felt comforting and distracted me as she planted a kiss on my 
mouth. Her Proteus flashed in my eyes as she took a picture. Ten seconds since I’d met her, and 
already I was dazzled. Her forwardness horrified me, but I was paralysed by the shock of her 
kiss and instead of pushing her away, or objecting, I said and did nothing. Whoever this person 
was, she had no respect for personal space and was far too comfortable in her – admittedly very 
beautiful – skin.

‘You’re blushing,’ she said.
I was still numb from shock, unable to express how uncomfortable she had made me feel. She 

bit her lip, looking worried by my silence. 
‘I’m sorry,’ she said with a face that asked to be forgiven, ‘I’ve made you feel awkward. That’s 

me: I get excitable sometimes.’
‘It’s standard,’ I said. ‘Random people kiss me all the time.’ She still looked worried, and I felt 

bad about my sarcasm. ‘Chill, it’s a nice thing – you like my band, what’s to be upset about? I 
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160 Presenting data

appreciate you being excitable.’ All of which was true, but at some level I hoped she would go away 
so that the awkwardness would end.

‘Let’s try again, but more calmly,’ and with that she extended her hand for a handshake. I met 
her palm with mine and she gently shook my hand in a mock businesslike way. ‘Hello, I’m Celia, 
it’s a pleasure to meet you. I very much admire you and your band.’ She smiled sweetly, and her 
eyes widened and glistened in the light.

I tried to laugh and speak at the same time and instead made a ‘psthhrrr’ noise and shower of 
spittle. Why did I feel so unsettled? Calming myself, I joined in her mock business meeting game. 
‘It’s nice to meet you, Celia. I’m Zach and I drown people in spittle.’

She smiled again. ‘Were those guys you were talking to from Zombie Wrath?’
‘Yeah, we’ve gigged with them loads, they’re mates.’
‘I’ve seen them supporting you. They were so dull I thought that they actually might be the 

undead.’
I stifled a laugh. ‘They’re nice guys. I like them.’
Celia threw me a coy smile. ‘So what’s the single most important human in the future of rock 

music doing at a JIG:SAW recruitment event?’
The flattery unleashed another uncomfortable blush. ‘The name JIG:SAW keeps popping up 

recently. Then I was walking home last night and saw the posters, and there was a flyer dropped 
through my door. It’s like the universe told me to come here.’

‘Destiny perhaps?’ she said, winking at me. Her overfamiliarity was really unsettling. She 
paused momentarily. ‘So, Zach Slade, are you convinced about JIG:SAW?’ 

I shrugged, ‘Honestly? I didn’t understand much of that guy’s talk.’
‘That “guy” is my boss, Rob Nutcot. Hey, let me introduce you.’
‘It’s all good, really. I’m not good with meeting people, I always make an ass of myself.’
‘I like asses – especially yours.’ There it was again, the smile. I’d always found flirting difficult 

to differentiate from friendliness, but this seemed like it might be flirting.
Celia bounced off, linked arms with her boss and bounced back. She really did have issues with 

personal space. Rob Nutcot did not bounce. He did the opposite: he walked deliberately, raising 
his knees as though they were connected by string to a puppeteer above his head. Together they 
looked like a bizarre physiotherapy intervention. The guy’s face was fixed in a surprised, but 
slightly panicked, smile.

‘Zach, this is Rob Nutcot, head of JIG:SAW.’
‘Zach, great to interface,’ he said.
I looked puzzled, and his expression changed to puzzled, too. I could smell a pungent after-

shave. At least, I think it was aftershave – he smelt strange, that’s for sure. ‘Greets Mr Nutcot,’ I said.
‘Please, call me Rob. Celia told me about you, so I thought I should reach out, see what syner-

gies we have moving forward into the ballpark. Good to meet potential stakeholders, see if we 
can’t go viral with something.’

He spoke like an idiot. The words were English, but not ordered in a meaningful way. I didn’t 
know what the hell he was talking about. I raised my eyebrows. He raised his eyebrows. I looked 
at Celia, my body language asking for help. He turned to Celia, his body language asking for help. 
When none was forthcoming, he turned back to me.

‘So, how about it, Zach? Maybe we can organically mash up something without the guard-
rails; you know, improve the capability bandwidth moving forward?’
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1615.1 Types of graphs

I cleared my throat. He cleared his throat. Was he mimicking me? ‘Err, I just wanted to find 
out a bit more about JIG:SAW,’ I said. ‘You know, what the company does.’

‘Sure, we’re a global corporation with granular star potential for the next gen. We like to touch 
base with the people of Elpis, mash up some concepts outside the box. As an employee you enter 
our genetic enhancement programme, which is a state-of-the-art, bleeding-edge, virally-facing, 
synthetic-organic, synergistic, top-down, bottom-up, outwardly inward-facing system.’

I shook my head and smiled. He shook his head and smiled. I had another overpowering waft 
of his aftershave. I coughed. He coughed back. I felt momentarily warmer towards him; perhaps 
I was misjudging him because he used words that were alien to me. I smiled a reconciliatory smile. 
He returned it.

‘Zach, step back for a moment and see things in the square. Together we could go epidemic. 
Think about our action potential moving forward.’

5.1 TYPES OF GRAPHS

Rob Nutcot rested one arm awkwardly on my shoulder, and with the other handed me a brochure. 
I flicked through it and saw that it contained a sheet of the images from his presentation  

: a kaleidoscope of colours, lines, dots and bars. Needless to say, it meant nothing to me.
‘Thanks,’ I said, ‘but I’m not good with this sort of stuff.’
‘I can explain,’ said Celia enthusiastically. ‘Ignore the text, and look at the pictures. They’re 

called graphs.’
‘I guessed that: a professor recently explained graphs to me. The horizontal line is the x-axis, 

the vertical one is the y-axis, and each one represents a variable. She gave them posher names than 
that, but I don’t remember them.’

‘The x-axis is the abscissa, and the y-axis is the ordinate,’ came a muffled voice from my  
rucksack.

‘What was that?’ said Celia.
‘Nothing,’ I replied while elbowing the feline lump on my back. ‘So, these graphs. What do they 

mean?’
‘As Rob was saying in his presentation, JIG:SAW are very committed to improving their work-

force. That’s why he comes out into the community on these recruitment drives, so we can show 
Elpis what we do for the community. Isn’t that right, Rob?’

Rob stood smiling and staring into the distance, as though daydreaming about kittens. I won-
dered if he even knew there were people next to him, let alone in Elpis generally. Celia’s words 
jerked him out of his stare. ‘Yes, we like to open the komodo to the community, peel back the onion 
and start a sea change of hyperlocal best practice.’ He smiled a wide-eyed but very fake smile.

I leant over and whispered in Celia’s ear, ‘Do you actually understand anything he says?’
She smirked. ‘What Rob means is that at events like this, we’re trying to show people the ben-

efits of working for JIG:SAW.’
‘And those benefits are?’
‘We have a free genetic enhancement programme for all of our employees, and these graphs 

show the benefits of that programme. We measure our employees’ maximal push force, visual acu-
ity, and footspeed.’

Figure 5.1
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162 Presenting data

‘Do you mean how strong they are, how well they see and how quick they are?’
‘Yes,’ said Rob. ‘These are key indicators of a person’s physical capabilities and wellness. The 

graphs show how our employees perform on these measures. Eyeball the top two graphs  
. These are bar charts, and they show that our employees are stronger (left) and have better 

vision (right) than those who don’t work for us.’ He grinned inanely into the distance.
‘How can you tell that?’ I asked.
‘The height of the bars’, replied Celia, ‘are taller for the JIG:SAW employees.’
Rob picked up from Celia. ‘The graph in the middle left is a boxplot and shows that our 

employees are faster than those who work elsewhere. The graph in the middle right shows that as 
our employees get quicker they get stronger too. The graph in the bottom right shows again that 
our employees are stronger than those working elsewhere.’

‘Sweet, I remember you saying some of this in your talk: JIG:SAW employees are stronger, 
faster and have better vision than the rest of us.’

‘Yes, the programme has impact: we holistically empower our employees proactively going 
forward to facilitate improvement in these core competencies.’

He was talking like an imbecile again. ‘What’s the graph in the bottom left, then?’
‘That’s a pie chart,’ replied Celia. ‘It shows how many people do different types of jobs at 

JIG:SAW. You can see we have a fairly equal number of scientists, technicians, and people in pro-
fessional services.’

‘What does “code 1318” mean?’
‘They are the special ones,’ replied Rob, ‘the event horizon, the crystallization of our survival 

strategy …’
Celia broke him off mid-sentence, put one arm through mine and linked her other arm with 

Rob, who was still smiling inanely into the distance. ‘We’d better go. Rob has meetings,’ she 
said, and bounced forward, pulling Rob and me in the process like Dorothy skipping down 
the yellow-brick road with her tin man, scarecrow, and − unbeknown to her − the lion in my 
rucksack.

As we left the building, Celia stopped, unlinked herself from Rob and turned to me. She threw 
me a mischievous look and bit her bottom lip, as though weighing up whether or not she should 
say what she was about to say. ‘We’ve got to get back to work, but maybe I can see you again?’

I was about as good at interpreting women as I was at equations. What did she mean? I didn’t 
want to be rude, so I reluctantly agreed.

 ‘Yay!’ she said, throwing her arms around my neck. As she withdrew she winked and said, ‘I’ll 
see you again then, Zach Slade’. She grabbed Rob and pulled his puppet-walking body away from 
me as it grinned inanely into the distance.

5.2 ANOTHER PERFECT DAY

‘That was biz,’ I said, as Milton poked his head out of my rucksack, looking glad for some fresh air 
at last.

‘Bizarre indeed. It is strange that the head of an enormous genetics company should speak 
as though his brain had been wired to his mouth via his anus.’ Milton jumped down to the 
pavement.

Figure 5.1
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1635.2 Another perfect day

Figure 5.1 Different ways of presenting data
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164 Presenting data

‘I was talking about the woman – but seeing as you mention him, you’re right, I didn’t under-
stand what the suit was saying, or the graphs in his report. I thought going there would help me 
to work out why the counsellor’s file on Alice mentions JIG:SAW, and why Pincus was so tetchy 
about them, but I’m no closer to anything.’

‘I wouldn’t say that. You seem a little bit closer to that attractive young woman than you were 
when we woke up this morning.’ Milton raised his furry eyebrow at me. I looked at my feet and 
blushed. ‘Your human mating rituals are not my concern, but these graphs are, and I know some-
one who can help and where to find him.’

I wondered why Milton couldn’t simply explain the graphs himself. Everyone kept alluding to 
what a genius scientist Milton Grey was, so surely he could interpret simple graphs? Why did he 
need to take me to some other crank? Also, why was he teasing me about Celia? I hadn’t done 
anything wrong, I’d just spoken to her – she was the one grabbing me, not the other way around. 
Perhaps he was jealous. I guess being a cat pretty much ended his chances of true love. I wondered 
again whether he’d ever been in love, been married. Did he have children? What happened to his 
family after all of the reality prism stuff?

Milton strutted along the pavement, not even glancing back to see whether I was following − 
he knew I would be. The recruitment event had taken place in the lower part of the Egestes dis-
trict, the poorest part of Elpis. It was a labyrinth of alleyways, and it was easy to lose yourself or 
wind up in the wrong part of town. Even the city of hope has its underworld. Milton weaved 
through these alleyways until we reached part of the Evil Pockets. ‘The Evil Pockets’ was a nick-
name for three areas along the boundary of Egestes. These areas, or ‘pockets’, evolved because of 
people in the adjoining districts of Antevorta, Postverta and Veritas not wanting to live near cer-
tain rough parts of Egestes. The pockets were uninhabited, and instead had become social areas 
for the ‘undesirables’ in the city. The pocket we emerged into was between the Egestes and Veritas 
districts. Like all of the pockets, I’d heard about this one but avoided it. Being close to Veritas, the 
‘university district’, this pocket was rumoured to be the gathering place of radical scientists, fun-
damentalist philosophers and those who opposed the WGA. In many ways it was the safest of the 
pockets − a scientist is unlikely to beat you up − but in other respects it was the most dangerous − 
there were people there wanting to bring down the WGA. I wondered briefly how Milton fitted in 
here: he seemed unafraid, perhaps he came here, perhaps he was a fundamentalist? Or maybe he 
believed that being a cat made him anonymous wherever he went. 

We turned into a small lane labelled ‘6’. Halfway along was a sandblasted glass door with 
a large number 6 on it. Milton looked up to indicate that I should push the door, which I did, 
to reveal a sandblasted glass staircase leading down to a glass room, with glass tables, glass 
chairs and a glass bar. They were really into glass in this place. The room was like an ice pal-
ace, but warmer, and one of the most beautiful things I had ever seen. Every table, chair, door 
and wall had the number 6 etched upon it. ‘Welcome to “6”, the most beautiful bar in town,’ 
said Milton.

Sitting at the bar was an oldish man wearing an immaculately tailored white suit. 
His white hair was greased back perfectly over the top of his head − not a hair out of place. As 
he turned to look at us I noticed his pencil-thin white moustache and goatee. He looked like 
he was holding a red number 6, but as he swigged it I realized it was a glass containing red 
liquid. They liked the number 6 almost as much as they liked glass in this place. ‘That man’, 
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1655.2 Another perfect day

said Milton, ‘is Dr Sisyphus Tuff, and before his breakdown he was the world expert on dis-
playing data.’

‘His breakdown?’
‘Yes, he was passionate that data could and should be beautiful; he strove for perfection 

in representing data. However, his desire for perfection eventually consumed him; he 
became increasingly irritated with every badly drawn graph he saw. One day a student 
showed him a graph on her laptop to which she had applied a drop shadow effect. He 
snapped. He grabbed her laptop, turned it towards her and cradling the bottom in one hand, 
he frantically opened and shut the screen with the other – like a laptop Pac-Man. He chased 
her around his office, Pac-Manning the laptop screen and screaming “Pac-Man will eat the 
shadows! Eat the shadows!” The student fled. When they found Tuff he was curled up in a 
corner gently opening and shutting the laptop screen while sobbing. The university retired 
him on the grounds of stress-related illness. He spends his days here in the only place he can 
be calm – a bar designed by mathematicians to be aesthetically perfect. He will tell you eve-
rything you need to know about graphs. But tread carefully, because it is only this perfect 
aesthetic environment that keeps him sane. Anything aesthetically offensive will destabilize 
him in unpredictable ways.’

‘It’s all good; I’ll just show him these graphs from Rob Nutcot – they look pretty sick 
to me.’

Milton raised his eyebrow, turned and casually retreated to the opposite end of the bar. Once 
there he raised his paw and gave me what looked like a thumbs-up sign before curling into a ball 
on the floor with his paws over his ears. ‘Strange cat,’ I thought to myself and headed over to 
Dr Tuff.

 ‘Excuse me, Dr Tuff?’
Dr Tuff remained motionless staring into his drink.
‘Dr Tuff? Can I please have a few minutes of your time?’
‘Leave me alone.’
‘Please, Dr Tuff. I’m trying to find Alice, the love of my life: she has disappeared. I have some 

graphs that might help me out, but I don’t understand them. I wouldn’t ask if I wasn’t desperate.’
‘Is she perfect?’
‘What?’
‘Alice, is she perfect?’
‘I think she is.’
‘You are a lucky man. I have spent my whole life searching for perfection, longing for it, but 

it has eluded me. I had it once, when I was perhaps your age, a girl called Elspeth. She was the 
most perfect person both inside and out. Every morning when I woke up and saw her I thought 
my chest might rupture from trying to contain my love for her. One day she came home with a 
tattoo: a very pretty pattern along her forearm. It suited her but I found it distracted me from 
the raw beauty of her arm – it concealed the underlying data of her skin. I became obsessed 
with why someone would obscure their bodily data by applying a pattern to it. I became 
incensed by the use of excess ink. One night I left, convinced that a greater perfection existed 
elsewhere, but I was wrong, and I have paid the price.’ He paused to stare into his glass. ‘Show 
me your graphs.’
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5.3 THE ART OF PRESENTING DATA

5.3.1 What makes a good graph? 

I took out the sheet of graphs in the JIG:SAW report and showed him the first graph . Dr Tuff 
started to twitch. Suddenly he sprang from his seat and started waving his arms in a whirlwind of 
movement. My face felt like it was being stung by bees.

‘What is wrong with me?’ shouted Tuff. ‘More to the point, what is wrong with you? You must 
have some sort of illness to present data in this monstrous way! You are broken. Hear what I say? 
Broken!’

I felt shocked. The man was a lunatic. He had covered my face in bulldog clips, and was  
ranting – who knew what else he was capable of? I needed to pacify him. ‘I didn’t draw the graph, 
I got it from a guy called Rob Nutcot. He’s the head of JIG:SAW, a businessman.’ The bulldog clip 
on my lip made ‘businessman’ sound like ‘bisbisban’.

‘A businessman, you say? That explains it.’
I removed the clips from my face as he continued. ‘Listen carefully to me. This graph you have 

put in front of me is an abomination. This graph to my eyes is like sunlight to a vampire, it burns 
them. So many programs make it easy to embellish graphs, to add patterns and shading, or super-
fluous dimensions, that people lose sight of why they are drawing a graph. It is not to impress 
people with how many floral gingerbread ducklings you can wallpaper onto the bars on your 

Figure 5.2
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1675.3 The art of presenting data

graph, it is to present information in a clear and concise way. Many years before the Reality 
Revolution a great man called Edward Tufte set out the foundations of elegant data presentation, 
and he said that less is more.26 He set out some principles for good data visualization. He said that 
graphs should (1) show the data; (2) direct the reader to think about the data being presented 
rather than some other aspect of the graph.’

‘What, like how many floral gingerbread ducklings there are on it?’
‘Precisely. Graphs should (3) avoid distorting the data; (4) present many numbers with 

minimum ink; (5) make large data sets (if you have one) coherent; (6) encourage the reader to 
compare different pieces of data; and, perhaps most important, (7) reveal the underlying mes-
sage of the data.’

I felt the buzz of an incoming message on my diePad : it was Milton explaining how people 
use graphs to distort data. I asked Dr Tuff what was wrong with Rob’s graph .

‘What!? What’s wrong? “What’s right?” is the more pertinent question. For a start, it is full of 
chartjunk. Look at it, the bars have patterns on them, which distract the eye from what matters 
(namely, the data). These patterns are completely unnecessary. This is chartjunk. On top of that, 
by plotting three variables he has created a 3-D monstrosity in which it is difficult to read the 
values from the y-axis; in some cases you can’t even see the bar. What is the strength of JIG:SAW 
employees who fell into the category of code 1318?’

I studied the graph for a while. ‘I can’t see a bar for the code 1318 JIG:SAW employees.’
‘No, of course you can’t, because the idiot who drew the graph has hidden it behind the other 

bars. The y-axis is misleadingly scaled because it doesn’t start at zero and it is badly labelled. What 
does mean vision mean? How was it measured? Give me your Proteus.’

After Milton’s story about the Pac-Man laptop I feared what Tuff was about to do, but if I was 
to understand why JIG:SAW was linked to Alice, I had no choice but to hand my diePad over. 
Tuff scanned Nutcot’s graph and then his fingers whizzed on the screen like a demented pianist. 

Figure 5.2 A terrible bar graph (left) and a more elegant version (right)
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168 Presenting data

Dear Human,

The message conveyed to an audience can be manipulated by abusing how data are presented. You can 

find many examples of this practice from politicians, journalists and business people. Imagine you went to 

the JIG:SAW recruitment meeting and watched Rob Nutcot’s presentation at which he talked about the 

benefits of working for JIG:SAW. Pretend that afterwards there was another talk called ‘JIG:SAW in pieces’ 

by another speaker. These two people display the same data relating to the strength of JIG:SAW employees 

(who have been on the genetic enhancement programme) compared to employees at other companies 

(who have not been on the programme). The first person, Rob, wants to convey the message that JIG:SAW 

employees are stronger than controls, and he presents the graph on the left of Figure 5.3. The bars show the 

average strength of the two groups, and it seems to show a clear effect of working for JIG:SAW because the 

people in that group seem much stronger (their bar is a lot higher than that of the non-employees). However, 

the second speaker presents the graph on the right of Figure 5.3. Believe it or not, this graph shows exactly 

the same data, but with the y-axis scaled properly (notice in the right graph the y-axis starts at zero, or no 

strength, but on the left it starts at 1250 N). The graph on the right shows that actually there is quite a small 

difference between the two groups (although the JIG:SAW group are still higher, the effect looks much less 

dramatic). This example illustrates how people manipulate the message within the data: Rob has scaled his 

y-axis to make the difference between JIG:SAW employees and controls seem as big as possible. That way, 

his audience will be more impressed with JIG:SAW and they will be easier for Rob to recruit. Watch out for 

these cheap tactics when you look at graphs in newspapers and in video transmissions. People often 

deceive with data, but scientists should never do this; so don’t be tempted to scale your graphs to exagger-

ate your findings (unless, of course, you plan to be a politician at some point in your life).

Best fishes,

Milton

Milton's Meowsings 5.1 Data deception

Figure 5.3  Two graphs: one of them is trying to deceive you, but the other one isn’t
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1695.3 The art of presenting data

Soon he held the screen towards me and showed me a graph . ‘This is an improvement, don’t  
you agree?’

Check Your Brain: Why do you think the graph on 

the right of Figure 5.2 is better than the one  
on the left.

‘Yes, I agree.’ I was so wary of Dr Tuff I’d have agreed to anything – I did not want more bulldog 
clips.

‘Why is it better?’ he asked.
I thought for a moment. ‘It uses two dimensions rather than three, so I can see more clearly 

the values represented by the bars. Especially, I can now actually see the value for the code 1318 
JIG:SAW employees: it’s about 0.2. Also, the y-axis is scaled from zero so the real differences 
between groups are much more obvious, and I can now see that it shows the mean level of visual 
acuity, so it has a less vague label on the y-axis. I think having different colours for the JIG:SAW 
employees and the non-employees makes it very easy to compare the bar heights for these two 
groups.’

‘Very good. Also, note that there are some subtle, non-distracting, grid lines that help you to 
read the values of the bars. The chartjunk is gone: the bars do not have patterns and the grey 
background shading has been replaced with white, which focuses your eyes on the bars.’

‘What are those funny vertical lines on the bars?’
‘They are error bars. Have you heard of the standard deviation?’

Check Your Brain: Think back to 

Chapter 4. What is the standard deviation?

‘Yes, it shows how spread out the data are from the mean; it tells us about the fit of the mean 
to the data.’

‘Excellent. So this is important information isn’t it?’ I nodded. ‘Why hasn’t that idiot Nutcot 
put this information on the graph, then? These error bars can represent different things, but here 
they represent the standard deviation. The end of the main bar is the mean, and the error bar 
sticks up one standard deviation from the mean and protrudes down one standard deviation from 
the mean. If the error bars protrude a long way from the mean then the standard deviation is 
large, and the mean lacks precision − it is a poor summary of the raw data − but if the bars pro-
trude only a little compared to the mean then the mean is precise and a good fit of the raw data. 
Let’s interpret this graph, shall we? What do you notice when you compare each pair of the differ-
ently coloured bars?’

Figure 5.2, right
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‘The lighter bars are always taller.’
‘Yes, and these lighter bars represent the JIG:SAW employees, so it tells us that in every cate-

gory of employee, from scientists to technicians, the JIG:SAW employees had better visual acuity 
than non-employees.’

‘But for code 1318 there isn’t a dark bar.’
‘Well observed. This suggests to me that they could not find any code 1318 workers outside of 

JIG:SAW.’
I wondered what a code 1318 worker was, and why only JIG:SAW employed them. Tuff asked 

me what else I noticed about the error bars, and I told him that they stuck out a really long way 
from the bars.

‘Yes, which tells us that the standard deviation is large compared to the mean in all cases, but 
they are particularly long for the JIG:SAW workers, which suggests that there might be a lot of 
variability in the visual acuity of JIG:SAW workers – in other words, the means for JIG:SAW 
might not be representative of the group as a whole. This is less true for the non-employees 
because the error bars are shorter than for the JIG:SAW employees.’

5.3.2 Bar graphs

Given that Dr Tuff had been calm for at least a couple of minutes, I felt confident to show him the 
next graph  and to ask him what it meant.

Zach's Facts 5.1  Presenting data

 The primary objective of a graph is to enhance the reader’s understating of the data. 
To achieve this:

� Don’t create false impressions of what the data show or hide effects by 
scaling the y-axis weirdly.

� Don’t distract the reader with unnecessary chartjunk: don’t use patterns, 
3-D effects, shadows, drawings of space lizards, photos of Milton the cat or 
anything else.

� Avoid excess ink.

Figure 5.4, left
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Tuff quivered. His eyes bulged as he stared at the graph, and his cheeks started to blossom. 
‘What. Is. This?!’ he shouted as he span round, removing his jacket and winding it around his head 
as he did. His head looked like an Egyptian mummy’s, tightly wrapped in his white jacket. I could 
hear muffled screams. He reached out his hands, exploring the air in front of him, searching for 
something. That something was me. He grabbed my T-shirt and pulled me towards him until my 
face was touching the silk of the jacket lining that currently dressed his face. I was afraid of what 
he might do next. I wanted to lash out at this crazy guy, or just run, but an image of Alice came into 
my mind. She was alone in a room, trapped, scared, her lips mouthing ‘Help me’. Of course my 
imagination was running away with me, but it reminded me to stay calm. However unhinged this 
guy was, hitting him wouldn’t get me what I wanted, so I calmly took his hands and removed them 
from me and told him everything was alright: it was just an image created by a businessman, and 
I needed to learn how to do these properly. My words pacified him, he unravelled his jacket from 
his head, revealing sweaty red cheeks. He looked horrified by his behaviour. ‘I’m sorry,’ he said, ‘but 
that graph, it is as though you have taken my eyes from their sockets and buried them in a cup of 
dog faeces. I saw red, I’m so sorry, I realize you didn’t draw it, but it’s hard for me to control my …’ 
his sentence drifted off and he twitched.

Figure 5.4 Another terrible bar graph (left) and a better version (right)
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Tuff sat breathing slowly and deeply for a few seconds. ‘That monstrosity’, he began, ‘is a bar 
graph.’

I thought back to my meeting with Professor Pincus. I explained to Tuff that she had shown 
me a bar graph and that the bars had shown the frequency of scores.

‘Yes, they can, and that’s a special kind of bar graph known as a histogram , but often 
bar graphs show a summary of the data such as the mean . The graph we looked at before 

 was this kind of bar graph: it showed the mean value of visual acuity for different groups of 
people. The current graph does much the same, but shows the strength for male and female work-
ers at both JIG:SAW and other companies. However, there are lots of problems with it. The bars 
have a 3-D effect. Never use 3-D plots for a graph plotting two variables because it obscures the 
data. In particular, 3-D effects make it hard to see the values of the bars. The y-axis is again 
labelled unhelpfully and is scaled so as to maximize differences between JIG:SAW employees and 
non-employees. Perhaps the biggest offence, though, is that Nutcot has chosen to distinguish 
males and females not just by colour, but using a hideous pattern too, and has coloured the back-
ground grey; the graph is riddled with chartjunk.’

Tuff repeated his concerto for diePad again and presented me with an alternative version of 
Nutcot’s graph . He had rescaled the y-axis to start from zero, given it a more precise label, 
removed the grey background and replaced it with white, added subtle grid lines, and removed the 
3-D effects and patterns. It looked slick.

 ‘Now all of the junk is removed, what do you notice about the two bars for JIG:SAW employ-
ees?’ Tuff asked.

‘The bar for males is higher than females, so males were on average stronger than females.’
‘Good, and what do you notice for the non-employees?’
‘The same: the male bar is taller than the female bar.’
‘What do you notice when you compare the two male bars?’
‘The JIG:SAW bar is taller than the non-employees one, suggesting that they are stronger.’
‘And for the two female bars?’
‘They are about the same as each other, although the JIG:SAW females are still a tiny bit 

stronger.’
‘What about the error bars?’
‘It’s really long for the JIG:SAW males, but relatively short for all of the other groups.’
‘Which suggests that there is a lot of variability in the JIG:SAW males. So, putting that all 

together, it seems that males were slightly stronger than females in general, but JIG:SAW males 
look stronger than other males, although there is a lot of variability in strength within that group.’

I wondered what that variability would tell us. I asked Tuff.
‘It could mean many things, but you would need the raw data to find out. It looks as though 

in Nutcot’s graph he has tried to conceal this variability by not including the error bars. It could 
be that the group contains some extreme cases, or perhaps just a very wide range of strength, both 
of which might tell you something interesting about the workforce at JIG:SAW.’

5.3.3 Line graphs

I hesitantly moved onto the next graph in Nutcot’s brochure . Tuff again started to quiver and beat 
his clenched fist on the glass bar at which we sat. I braced myself for his attack, but the beating of 

Figure 5.4, right

Figure 5.2

Section 3.1.3

Section 4.2.3

Figure 5.5, left
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his fist started to slow until it eventually stopped. He inhaled deeply and exhaled through puffed 
cheeks. ‘It’s OK,’ he said, ‘this one isn’t too bad. It is a line graph. Line graphs can be used in the same 
way as bar charts, except lines connect the means rather than having bars extending up to the 
means. This graph shows the same as the bar chart that we just examined . So notwithstanding 
the fact that this character Nutcot is an idiot for producing two graphs of exactly the same data, we 
can interpret it in the same way. How could we improve it, though?’

Looking at the graph it seemed as though Nutcot had again scaled the y-axis to maximize dif-
ferences. ‘We could rescale it to start at zero, and give it a proper label that tells us that it repre-
sents the mean and also how strength was measured.’

‘Very good. Anything else?’
‘Scrub the grey background, and replace it with white and include some subtle grid lines.’
Tuff took my diePad and made these changes . ‘See, this is a very clear way to show the pat-

tern in the data. You can see that the red line is higher than the blue, which tells us that males 
were, on average stronger than females. The blue line is quite flat, which tells us that the mean 
strength of females was comparable in JIG:SAW employees and non-employees. Compare this 
with the red line, it is less flat because the mean for JIG:SAW males is higher than that for the 
non-employees. Although there aren’t any error bars, we could add them, and you’ll see that quite 
often on line graphs.’

5.3.4 Boxplots (box–whisker diagrams)

I showed Tuff the next graph . I tensed up anticipating his berserker rage, and I wasn’t disap-
pointed. His head twitched, his hands contorted into bird claws and he started to squawk. I 
decided to pacify him by impressing him with how much attention I’d been paying. ‘These graphs 
have error bars like the other graphs.’

‘They are not error bars!’ he screamed.

Figure 5.5 Line charts showing the same data
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Batticks. Tuff plunged his hands into his pocket and drew out a knife. The blood drained from 
my legs; I might have mistook the things on the graph for error bars, but this was taking things 
too far. Before I had time to run, he plunged the knife into a small pot of butter that had appeared 
in his other hand. He grabbed me by the neck and spread the butter on my face with the knife. I 
grabbed the knife and told him to get a frippin’ grip on himself.

He snapped out of his rage. ‘You’re right,’ he whispered between panted breaths. ‘It could be 
worse: there are no 3-D effects or drop shadows, just a bit of over-shading and vague axis labels. 
I’m completely overreacting.’

As he released me from the headlock I raised my buttery eyebrows at him. Who the hell did this 
dude think he was, and what the frip was Milton thinking bringing me here. He said he wanted to 
help, but it felt like he was wilfully putting me in danger. If Alice and Milton knew each other, 
which it seemed like they did, what the hell else was she keeping from me? Did she know this guy 
too − was everyone in her circle a head case? For the first time, I didn’t feel sorry for Alice, I felt 
angry at her for putting me in this position, for leaving me − whether deliberately or by force −  to 
deal with these freaks. But the image returned of her scared, lonely, face and I felt guilty for my 
anger. Whatever I thought of my situation, I needed this guy’s help, so I sucked it up and calmly 
asked him to explain what the vertical lines were if they were not error bars.

‘That, my buttery friend, is a boxplot or box–whisker diagram and it is perhaps the most useful 
way to display data. Let’s focus on just the boxplot for the JIG:SAW employees and I’ll explain what 
it shows . It is called a box–whisker diagram because it consists of a box that contains the middle 
50% of the scores, and two whiskers that stick out to show the limits of the data, excluding any 
extreme scores. Let’s look at the box first − the shaded area. At the centre of the box is the median.’

I remembered Milton telling me that is the middle score when you arrange the scores in 
order .

Figure 5.6 Boxplot of the footspeed of JIG:SAW employees and controls
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‘The top of the box’, the doctor continued, ‘shows the upper quartile and the bottom of the box 
the lower quartile, which means that top and bottom edges of the box are the limits within which 
the middle 50% of observations fall.’

‘That’s called the interquartile range (IQR), isn’t it?’
‘Exactly, so from the box we know the median score, the upper and lower quartiles and the 

interquartile range. But there is more: now look at the whiskers. The whiskers begin from the 
upper and lower quartile and extend out from the box. They show us approximately the top and 
bottom 25% of scores.’

‘Why only approximately?’
‘The graph is drawn to take account of any outliers. Do you know what an outlier is?’

Check Your Brain: Think back to Chapter 4. What 
is an outlier?

Figure 5.7 A boxplot of JIG:SAW employees’ footspeed
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‘It’s an unusual score.’
‘Very good. So before drawing the whiskers we look for any score greater than the upper quar-

tile plus 1.5 times the IQR, or smaller than the lower quartile minus 1.5 times the IQR. When 
there are no outliers, the whiskers show the top and bottom 25% of scores exactly; but when there 
are outliers they show the top and bottom 25% of scores approximately, because the outliers are 
excluded. The outliers themselves are shown as dots beyond the whiskers, which is good because 
you get an instant visual impression of how many extreme scores there are in the data. Let’s tidy 
up Nutcot’s boxplots.’

Tuff again weaved his magic on my diePad and created a new version of the boxplots  
. He removed the background shading, removed the shading from the box, added some non-

distracting grid lines and labelled the y-axis so that it was clear that footspeed was measured in 
miles per hour.

‘We can use these plots to compare the JIG:SAW employees with the non-employees,’ he said. 
‘First we can see that the median footspeed is slightly higher for the JIG:SAW employees than 
non-employees.’

‘That’s what Nutcot said in his talk: JIG:SAW employees are faster.’
‘Yes, but look how much the boxes overlap. This shows that the middle portions of both groups 

of scores are quite similar, and also the whiskers are not dissimilar in the two groups, suggesting 
that when you exclude outliers the range of footspeed in the two groups is not too different. 
However, there is one important difference between the groups.’

‘Is it that the JIG:SAW group has a lot more outliers?’
‘Very good. You can see that the JIG:SAW group has some very quick individuals indeed and 

some that are painfully slow. These outliers raise the question of why the JIG:SAW group has such 
extremes compared to the non-employees. Again, you’d need to see the raw data to work out 
exactly what is happening there.’

5.3.5 Graphing relationships: the scatterplot

‘Nutcot also said that there was a relationship between footspeed and strength in the JIG:SAW 
workers. He showed it on this graph .’

Tuff looked at the graph, clenched his teeth and snorted like a wild boar. He slowly and delib-
erately reached over the other side of the bar and grabbed a bag of crisps. He opened the bag, 
picked out a crisp and stuck it to my buttery forehead. His hands shaking, he reached for a second 
crisp and stuck that to my cheek. He continued this ritual until my face was covered in crisps. He 
was considerate enough to leave holes for my eyes. I felt my anger rising again, but sometimes you 
have to be the bigger person than the psychopathic academic. This was one of those times.

Tuff again redrew the graph on my diePad, making sure to remove the coloured background, 
rescale and better label the y-axis. He also added a line. He showed me the resulting graph  

 and said, ‘This is a scatterplot, a graph that plots each person’s score on one variable against 
their score on another. In this case Nutcot has plotted footspeed against strength. This kind of plot 
highlights whether there might be a relationship between the variables, what kind of relationship 
it is and whether any cases are markedly different from the others. I have added a line to the plot 
to summarize the trend in the data. What do you notice about the line?’

‘It points upwards.’

Figure 5.6, right

Figure 5.8, left

Figure 5.8, right
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‘Exactly, which suggests that low scores on speed tend to accompany low scores on strength, 
while high scores on speed are accompanied by high scores on strength. This is known as a posi-
tive relationship. It can also tell us about outliers: does the line fit most of the dots?’

My diePad buzzed and a notification appeared. It was a message from Milton, who all the while 
had been curled up on a bench, peacefully sleeping, or so it seemed . I wondered how he was 
sending these messages – he must have a Proteus hidden somewhere in his fur, I reasoned. I 
noticed Tuff staring at me. He was waiting for an answer, so I pointed out the cluster of dots in the 
middle of the scale for footspeed that are quite close to the line, and noted that below about 10 mph 
and above about 20 mph quite a few dots were a lot higher than the line.

‘Well observed. These dots represent potential outliers. Look, for example, at the person scoring 
highest on footspeed. That person also scores highest on strength, much higher than anyone else 
(around 4500 N). This suggests that this person is exceptionally fast and unbelievably strong. This 
is another example where it could be useful to have a look at the raw data to see what is going on.’ 

Figure 5.8 Scatterplot of footspeed against strength in JIG:SAW employees
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5.3.6 Pie charts

I had one more graph to show to Tuff, but the thought of showing it to him was already making 
me anxious. He had abused me each time I showed him one of Nutcot’s images, and I was scared 
of what he might do next. My gut told me to leave, but my heart wanted to do anything to find 
Alice. I told him that I had one more graph to show him, but asked him to please try not to hurt 
me when he saw it.

‘Of course. I am in complete control, I promise you.’
I placed the graph in front of him . He looked at it, and turned to me. Tears streamed from 

his eyes. He grabbed my shoulders and whimpered, ‘Why? Why would you do this to me?’ He slid 
to the floor, his hands trailing from my shoulders down the front of me as he fell. He curled up in 

Meowsings 5.2

Figure 5.10, left
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Dear Human,

Rob Nutcot’s data showed a positive relationship between speed and strength in his workers. The cloud of 

data points looked as though it sloped upwards (Figure 5.9, left). That is, the faster workers tended to also 

be the stronger workers, and the slower workers tended to also be the weakest. There are other types of 

relationships that scatterplots can show. For example, the opposite of a positive relationship is a negative 

one. A negative relationship is where high scores on one variable tend to accompany low scores on the 

other. In the case of strength and speed this would be like saying the fastest people tend to be the weakest 

and the slowest people tend to be the strongest. In this situation the cloud of data points would look as 

though it sloped downwards (Figure 5.9, middle). The final possibility is that there is no relationship: that is, 

as one variable changes the other stays exactly the same. In the current example that would mean that at 

every level of footspeed, strength stays about the same. The cloud of data would not slope up or down but 

instead looks like a random array of dots around the mean level of strength (Figure 5.9, right).

Best fishes,

Milton

Figure 5.9 Different types of relationships between variables
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Milton’s Meowsings 5.2 Types of relationships between variables
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a foetal position and sobbed, while gently rocking back and forth on his spine. This was awks, 
really awks. I edged away towards Milton, who seemed to be chuckling to himself on his glass 
bench in the corner. As I sat on the chair, he padded across the bench, jumped onto my lap and 
licked my face.

‘Hmm, butter, salt and vinegar. Nice,’ he said.
‘Get lost!’
‘But it’s so buttery, and salty …’
I went to the men’s room to wash my face, when I returned Milton was looking over at Tuff, 

still sobbing quietly to himself on the floor. 
‘You showed him the pie chart, didn’t you?’ the cat asked.
‘I might have done. I don’t see why that’s a problem?’
‘Oh, human, you have learnt so much and yet still you are like an innocent baby staring at the 

world from your swaddling for the first time. Pie charts are not proper graphs, they are the idiocy 
fodder of business people and politicians.’ 

‘What the frip?’
‘They completely obscure the data. Look at your example. It is quite hard to see the relative 

sizes of the segments: the pointless 3-D effect exacerbates the problem.’ Milton fiddled with my 
diePad and presented me with a different graph . ‘A pie chart shows the frequency or percentage 
of scores in different categories. It does much the same as a histogram, but in a hideously abhor-
rent way. Look, I have redrawn the pie chart as a bar graph showing the percentage of cases in 
each job category. This displays exactly the same information as the pie chart, but it is much easier 
to see the relative differences in the size of each category with bars than it is using segments of a 
pie. For example, on the bar graph it is very clear that the majority of JIG:SAW workers are sci-
entists and that the next biggest category is professional service people. The remaining three 
categories of code 1318, security and technicians are fairly equally sized, suggesting they have 
roughly equal numbers of people employed in these jobs.’

Figure 5.10 Business people like pie charts, but they shouldn’t
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I could see Milton’s point. I asked him why he bought me to meet Tuff when I assumed he 
could just as easily have told me everything that Tuff had.

‘Where would the fun be in doing that?’ he replied with an irritating smirk. ‘I told you before, 
to get my freedom I need to trust you. My dilemma is that I do not know you, but the fact that you 
tolerated Tuff ’s company so long tells me that you trust me − even when the situation must have 

 Bar graphs can be used to present different types of information. They are used 
to show the frequency of scores (histograms), but the bars can also represent 
summary statistics such as the mean score for different groups of cases, or the 
same cases in different situations.

 Line graphs are an alternative to bar graphs. They too are often used to display 
means of groups, or means in different conditions or over time. The means are 
usually displayed with symbols that are connected by a straight line.

 Error bars can be applied to both bar and line graphs when they show means. 
They are vertical lines that protrude from each mean to show the precision of 
the mean. One way to indicate precision is to have the error bar show the stand-
ard deviation; in other words, the error bar extends 1 standard deviation above 
and below the mean – for example, if the mean is 5 and the standard deviation is 
3, the bar would start at 2 (1 standard deviation below the mean) and stop at  8 
(1 standard deviation above the mean). Errors bars can represent things other 
than the standard deviation, so always note what they show in your figure, and 
when interpreting graphs check what the error bars show.

 Scatterplots show scores on one variable plotted against scores on another 
variable. They are good for summarizing the relationship between two variables. 
If the data cloud seems to point upwards, this suggests a positive relationship 
(as scores increase on one variable they also increase on the other); if the data 
cloud points downwards, it suggests a negative relationship (as scores increase 
on one variable they decrease on the other). If the cloud doesn’t seem to slope 
up or down, it indicates a very small or non-existent relationship between the 
variables.

 Pie charts show the relative frequency of cases falling into different categories. 
It is usually clearer to present this information as a bar chart. If you must use a 
pie chart, never ever apply a 3-D effect, otherwise Dr Tuff will collapse in a heap 
and sob, which is just awkward for everyone.

Zach's Facts 5.2 Graphs
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made you question that trust. The chances are that if you can place that much faith in me, then I 
can probably trust you. I was testing you, but you also got what you wanted: more knowledge 
about JIG:SAW.’

He was right. According to Tuff, these graphs show me that JIG:SAW workers are faster, 
stronger and have better vision than non-employees. It also seems to be that the faster they are, 
the stronger they are. Something didn’t seem right to me, though: Tuff kept pointing out how the 
JIG:SAW graphs showed a lot of variability in scores, and how there seemed to be lots of extreme 
scores. He kept saying that he would need to see the raw data to know exactly what was going on. 
Maybe the key to finding Alice was to work out what these extreme scores were all about. The only 
way to find out would be to get my hands on the raw data and somehow persuade Milton to show 
me how to look at them. There was only one way I could think of to get the data.

KEY TERMS
Boxplot

Box–whisker diagram

Chartjunk

Error bars

Line graph

Pie chart

Scatterplot
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 JIG:SAW’S PUZZLES
 1 Dr Tuff was left curled up on the floor in a ball, gently weeping. Zach wanted to coax him out of his 

emotional hole, and remembered that Edward Tufte set out some principles for good data 
visualization, which would please Dr Tuff. He felt sure that if he could list as many of Tufte’s principles 
for what graphs should do as he could, then it would cheer Dr Tuff up. The trouble is Zach’s forgotten 
them. Can you help him?

 2 What do scatterplots show and how do you interpret them?
 3 What do pie charts show and why are they not a good method for presenting data?
 4 What are error bars?
 5 Zach was interested in the relationship between how much he charged for his band T-shirts at a gig and 

how many he sold. What type of graph would he use to display the data? What if he wanted to plot 
the average number he sold when he gave away a free wristband, compared to when he didn’t offer a 
free gift?

 6 Zach was curious whether the oddities in the JIG:SAW data had something to do with the fact that 
JIG:SAW is a genetics research centre. He asked The Head to get him some comparable data from the 
Beimeni Centre of Genetics, where Alice works, so that he could compare the two. The graph in Figure 
5.11 shows the data for the strength of employees.

Figure 5.11 Mean strength of employees at two different genetics institutes
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a What type of graph has Zach drawn in Figure 5.11?
b According to the graph, which employees are stronger? Explain your answer. 

 7 Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the footspeed and visual acuity data for the male and female employees at 
JIG:SAW and the Beimeni Centre. 

a What type of graph has Zach drawn in Figures 5.12 and 5.13?
b If you showed Figure 5.12 to Dr Tuff, do you think he would adorn your face with bulldog clips? If so, 

why? 
c Would Dr Tuff purr gently in delight if you showed him Figure 5.13? Explain your answer.
d Is the mean male and female footspeed comparable in the two institutes? Explain your 

answer.
e Is the mean male and female visual acuity comparable in the two institutes? Explain your 

answer. 

Figure 5.12  Mean footspeed of male and female employees at two different genetics 
institutes
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Figure 5.13  Mean visual acuity of male and female employees at two different genetics 
institutes
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 8 Zach thought that Alice would rate creativity highly as a characteristic that she likes in her boyfriend. He 
also worried because he often found it hard to get on with Alice’s scientist friends. He wondered whether 
women who liked creativity in their partner also liked them to get on with their friends. He took another 
sample of 45 cases from the Ha et al. study data (Reality Check 3.1) and plotted the ratings that women 
gave for ‘creativity’ and ‘gets on with friends’. Remember that each woman is rating on a scale from 1 (not 
important at all) to 10 (very important) how important this characteristic is to her in a romantic partner. A 
graph of the data is shown in Figure 5.14.

a What type of graph has Zach drawn?
b What does the graph suggest about the relationship between women’s ratings of creativity and the 

ability to get on with their friends as characteristics they seek in romantic partners?
c Are there any cases that look like outliers?

 9 Zach was also fairly confident that most people thought he was romantic and had a good sense of 
humour. He wondered whether if Alice liked a good sense of humour (which she did) then she’d also want 
a partner who is romantic. To get some idea, Zach again took a sample of the Ha et al. data of women’s 
ratings of characteristics in their partners (from 1 = not important at all to 10 = very important). Again Zach 
plotted these data (Figure 5.15). Can you help him to interpret the graph? How does the relationship differ 

from the one in the previous puzzle?
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Figure 5.14  The relationship between women’s ratings of ‘creativity’ and ‘the ability to 
get on with my friends’ as characteristics they seek in romantic partners
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10 After the JIG:SAW recruitment event where Zach saw Rob Nutcot deliver a presentation, he felt none the 
wiser about JIG:SAW. He put this down to the fact that Rob spoke like an imbecile. However, Zach 
worried that perhaps everyone else in the room had understood, and it was only he who didn’t. Luckily, 
they collected data at the event to test attendees’ knowledge of JIG:SAW before and after Rob’s speech. 
Zach plotted the data in Figure 5.16.

a What type of graph has Zach drawn?
b Did people’s knowledge of JIG:SAW increase from before to after Rob’s presentation? What are the 

implications?
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Figure 5.15  The relationship between women’s ratings of ‘romantic’ and ‘sense of 
humour’ as characteristics they seek in romantic partners
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y = 1.09 + 0.75*x

Figure 5.16  Knowledge of JIG:SAW before and after Rob Nutcot’s 
presentation at the recruitment event
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IN THE NEXT CHAPTER ZACH DISCOVERS …

He’s not clever enough to get a job
Raw scores and z-scores
How to compare scores and distributions
He is clever enough to get a job 
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